WE MUST STAY EDUCATED FOR
OUR SELLERS AND BUYERS
Anthony Taylor, Sr.
sellers and buyers should
know this information
about your realtor.
Your realtor does more than
what you think. I’m a realtor that
knows it’s not about waking up
everyday and riding around
showing homes.
We don’t get paid for driving around cities and counties
searching for Land, Homes, Commercial Buildings, Apartments
and other real estate needs. We
only get paid if the deal goes
to close and sometimes that
may take a few months. Sometime when a person contacts
a realtor it’s not about selling
or buying a home. They could
just need some help in finding
an apartment for lease and just
wanting to use the realtor as a
locator. I always treat my apartment searching people the way
as if they were a seller or buyer. I
know one day they will be looking for a home and I might be
the one who make it happen.
When becoming a realtor you
don’t just sleep or shop all day.
You must get up with a plan
that today you will make someone home ownership dreams
come true. There are so many
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bad things happing in world
today it’s hard to get people to
trust you. As a realtor you must
be at your best all of time. You
must be there for your sellers
and buyers when they need
you. Most sellers and buyers depend on their realtor to get the
job done and also to save them
money.
Now in order for a realtor to
gain the trust from the sellers

and buyers
Realtors must stay updated
on all changes and not just the
new ones.
The realtors must seek training though out the year not just
at renewal time.
Thanks to Beazer Homes and
Monica Conchola the Realtor Relation Manager. They are
always offering MCE classes
for the realtors.

These MCE classes really help
realtor stay updated and sometimes it’s help the realtors to just
get away from the office and relax and learn something new as
well. Monica and Beazer Homes
do more than just give a MCE
course. They make the realtors
feel like kings and queens.
Monica makes sure that the
realtors have more than enough

for breakfast and Beazer Homes
make sure that we have enough
space for the class. We also get
the best MCE instructor in the
State of Texas Mr. Charles Bascue. Charles Bascue has real estate back ground that goes back
to 1965 and he’s still the best of
all times. Beazer Homes knows
by keeping realtors updated on
real estate changes it will help
future buyers when coming to
Beazer Homes communities. All
the realtors really enjoy coming
to the MCE classes, because it’s
more than just a class it’s fun as
well. Just take a look at some
of these picture in this article.
Here’s just a few name of the
realtors that didn’t forget their
business cards. Realtor, Anthony
Taylor, Realtor Elaine Myers, Realtor Carmen Gardner, Realtor
Ramon Galang, Realtor Linda
Guerrero, and Realtor Vandan
Patel their were many other in
class they just forgot their business cards. Mrs. Elaine Myers
won the prize of the day she
was very happy about her prize.
Call Anthony Taylor, Sr. at
713-723-2737 for your realestate
needs.

